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Abstract

Previous studies on the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation have focused on finding theoretical and qualitative explanations
for the imbalanced contributions, lacking a counterfactual for how much countries would dedicate to defence expenditure,
should the alliance not exist. I examine NATO’s expenditure trends, by calculating and comparing counterfactual figures to
the actual military expenditures of member states. Results show that NATO membership has a convergence effect towards
the NATO 2 percent of GDP threshold and is particularly salient in periods without external threats to the members. This
finding is in line with the constructivist socialisation framework for international relations.
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1. Introduction

In 2017, the United States spent 600.11 billion USD
on defence, 3.22 percent of its Gross Domestic Prod-
uct. That same year, Luxembourg’s defence budget

merely reached 260.73 million USD, about 0.44 per-
cent of the European country’s GDP. This imbalance
is also salient among more comparable countries such
as Greece and Spain, where in 2017, the former dedi-
cated 2.5 percent of its GDP to defence whilst the latter
just 1.24 percent, a difference of 11 billion USD (ABC
2016). Nevertheless, under NATO’s Principle of Collec-
tive Defence, should the United States suffer an armed
attack, Luxembourg, Greece and Spain (along with all
the other members) share the duty to take forthwith
action and restore the security of the North Atlantic
area, potentially by means of the use of military force
(NATO 1949). It is not difficult to see, however, the rea-
sons behind the accusations against European countries
for free riding on the US supply of defence (Binnendijk
2016).

In this paper, I investigate the relationship between
the membership of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisa-
tion and military expenditure. Specifically, I study the
implications of being part of the alliance manifested in
the economic allocations of each state towards defence,
with a particular attention to the European members.
In substance, my project seeks to answer the following
question: “What is the impact of NATO membership
on military expenditure?"

Unequal burden–sharing has been a constant issue
since the creation of the organisation in 1949. At the
Wales Summit in 2014, NATO Defence Ministers agreed
to commit a minimum of two per cent of their nations’

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to defence spending
(NATO 2014). The reason to establish the expenditure
threshold at the 2 percent level results from the 90s
budgetary patterns, where the median defence spend-
ing was around 2 percent of members’ GDPs (Carnegie
2015). Subsequent NATO Summits have focused on
encouraging the laggard half of the alliance to improve
their spending (NATO 2005). Five years later, however,
only three European countries–Estonia, Greece and the
UK–satisfy such threshold.

Despite the rich literature on the asymmetric bur-
den–sharing of the organisation, previous scholarship
on NATO’s budgetary issues suffers from one impor-
tant shortcoming: the lack of a counterfactual. Without
a counterfactual reference point as to how much coun-
tries would be spending on military in a world without
the alliance, the conclusions on how NATO membership
affects the behaviour of states in terms of budgetary
allocations to defence cannot be considered more than
informed speculations.

Should NATO appear irrelevant to influencing mem-
ber states’ behaviour, the alliance would lose its raison
d’être and thus be at the verge of collapse. A failure
in NATO’s collective security mission would threaten
the security of 603.73 million citizens that constitute 21
percent of the overall world economy and are responsi-
ble for 2/3 of the global military expenditure (NATO
2019). In a time when Russia’s foreign policy unfolds
to be expansionist (as demonstrated in their annexation
of Crimea and Eastern Ukrainian regions), a disintegra-
tion of NATO would potentially bring about the largest
shift in geopolitics since the end of the Cold War.

Pursuing this question at this time is of particular
importance given the antagonism of President Trump
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towards the organisation. This paper reacts to his words
“I think NATO is obsolete” (ABC 2016) through a quanti-
tative approach. More specifically, this capstone project
develops a novel model that estimates counterfactual
military expenditure for NATO members. Subsequently,
I compare how further away from or closer to the 2
percent threshold the counterfactual values are with re-
spect to the actual expenditures. Throughout the paper,
I will be using the cases of Greece (a country currently
spending more than 2 percent of GDP on defence) and
Spain (a country spending below the 2 percent) to illus-
trate the methodology and results.

The results show support for the hypothesis that
NATO membership has an impact on the states’ budget
considerations. More specifically, NATO has a conver-
gence effect, meaning that countries’ expenditure on
defence approaches the 2 percent threshold over time
as a result of their alliance commitments. Interestingly,
the propensity to increase or decrease military expendi-
ture to meet the threshold slows down in periods when
NATO countries are facing external threats and warfare
(i.e. Cold War and the Iraq War).

This capstone contributes to the literature in a num-
ber of ways. Firstly, it challenges Trump’s statement on
the obsolescence of the organisation as well as those
scholars that frame NATO as a mere collective action
failure. Secondly, it develops a new methodology to
calculate counterfactual military expenditure for NATO
members. Calculating a counterfactual figure enables
a more meaningful analysis on the ways in which
NATO membership intervenes in countries’ defence
budgets. Furthermore, this methodology could be ex-
trapolated to the study of other military alliances such
as, among others, the Council for Peace and Security in
Central Africa or the Shanghai Cooperation Organisa-
tion. Lastly, the results stimulate a new wave of research
on how member states may respond differently to their
NATO commitment given geopolitical threats.

This paper develops as follows. Section 2 encom-
passes the literature and theoretical work relevant to
the research question, which leads to my hypothesis
listed in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the data used
in the project. Section 5 and 6 respectively contain the
methodology and model. In Section 7, I present the re-
sults and in Section 8 I do the same with the limitations,
both are put in conversation in the discussion, Section
9. Lastly, the conclusion is to be found in Section 10.

2. Literature Review and Theoretical

Framework

The debate on the relevance of NATO follows a
long–standing discussion in international relations re-

garding the theoretical approaches that best apply to
the interactions amongst nations. The many theories
tend to be classified as belonging to one of the following
three major schools of thought. (1) Realism holds that
the international system is anarchic (Bull 1977). In the
absence of a global central authority, realists emphasise
the role of each state’s coercive power and its purpose
to survive as the determinant of international politics
(Goodin 2010). I would argue that this framework fails
to explain the current behaviour of European NATO
states, since there appears to be no appetite for using na-
tional military capabilities to exert power against other
NATO members. On the contrary, NATO European
states seem rather accepting of the US hegemony (Rus-
sell 1998). (2) Liberalists, on the other hand, emphasise
the national characteristics of the individual states as
determinants of their relations with other states (Shi-
raev and Zubok 2014). In addition to seeking survival,
states are believed to advance the interests of the in-
dividual or group in power through the international
system (Doyle 2011). In the case of NATO, a liberal-
ist status quo would take the form of high volatility in
NATO contributions across time, based on the members’
electoral cycles. As it can be observed in Appendix I,
this is not the case. (3) Lastly, constructivist ontology is
built on a set of assumptions where the factors affecting
behaviour are not perceived as objective facts. Instead,
their importance arises from social meaning (Wendt
1999). The focus on social context and the role of so-
cial norms in international politics make constructivists
emphasise the identity and beliefs held by the states as
central to governments’ decision making processes. The
constructivist socialisation theory implies that coun-
tries alter their behaviour to align that of the group
(Hoffmann 2017), a logic that aligns with the NATO
convergence effect I argue for in this paper. Hence, this
paper frames NATO membership through the lens of
social constructivism.

The constructivist approach regarding NATO has
been a highly historical and qualitative one. Authors
such as Schimmelfennig (2003), Kolodziej (2005) and
Webber (2009) have revived the analysis of NATO
through the constructivist lens. Under this new impulse,
Snyder (2004) defines the organisation as a self–declared
embodiment of a common identity where, in express-
ing the Euro–Atlantic identity, the members establish
shared security norms. As Webber (2009) argues, these
norms between states are imparted meaning through
social interaction, and shared behaviours emanate from
socialisation around these norms. I would argue that
these principles of behaviour include the 2 percent of
GDP expenditure threshold. This presumption is sup-
ported by the fact that, although countries are not for-
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mally sanctioned by the organisation, under-spending
has become an increasingly frowned upon behaviour by
the strongest members (i.e. UK, US and Canada) (Cim-
bala and Forster 2010). Nonetheless, the available con-
structivist literature has not thoroughly examined how
these norms materialise and quantitatively affect the
behaviour of NATO states whilst aiming at maintaining
and reinforcing the common transatlantic identity.

With no regard to the constructivist socialisation
theory, the vast majority of scholarship on NATO has
focused on explaining the unequal burden–sharing. In
this paper, I define burden-sharing as “the distribution
of costs and risks among members of a group in the
process of accomplishing a common goal (ibid.)” Per-
sistent unequal burden–sharing has puzzled scholars,
policymakers and government officials (Biddle 2015;
Daalder 2013). The expansive literature on the topic,
however, examines the aggregate military expenditures
as a share of GDP by taking the budgetary figures as
both a given and the source of the problem. The conclu-
sions reached by authors such as Babones (2018), who
suggested to “drop collective defence”, label NATO
as uninfluential and ignore the international, domestic
and individual level features affecting each country’s
budgetary processes. The deterministic conclusions of
these scholars lead, hence, to impractical recommenda-
tions that do not capture the context constraining the
states’ decision–making.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation has also
been examined through the lens of prominent alliance
formation theories. In the early years, scholars were
interested in the manner in which the balance–of–threat
logic applied to the Europeans’ engagement with the
United States (Walt 1985). Balance–of–threat theory
states that countries determine their level of security
based on the real or perceived aggregate power, ge-
ographic proximity, offensive capabilities and offen-
sive intentions of those who are considered “enemies”
(Brooks and Wohlforth 2008). As the Soviet Union col-
lapsed, a new wave of literature speculated about the
fraying of the alliance once the common threat disap-
peared (Walt 1985). There is no previous study, however,
that quantitatively analyses how changes in perceived
threat (from Russia or else) would impact the military
expenditure of NATO members with regard to the bud-
getary commitment of spending 2 percent of GDP in
defence.

Literature on NATO after the Cold War has focused
instead on the evolving nature of the organisation from
a public good to a joint–product, and the impact of this
transformation on unequal burden–sharing (Oneal and
Diehl 1994). Focusing on the American hegemony in
the alliance and the apparent European tendency to free

ride, authors initially defined unequal burden–sharing
as a collective–action problem (Olson and Zeckhauser
1966). As the alliance’s strategy moved from deter-
rence from the USSR to protection from Russia, the
benefits of membership became increasingly exclud-
able, provoking rivalry over the resources and causing
NATO common security to cease being considered a
pure public good. Regardless of the approach, many of
these studies on post–Cold War NATO burden–sharing
have, once again, been qualitative focusing almost ex-
clusively on the informal and formal power dynamics
amongst member states. Furthermore, there is a lack
of application to contemporary challenges faced by the
organisation such as Crimea’s annexation on the part
of Russia.

As presented above, the unequal burden–sharing
scheme has been used as a signaling mechanism to de-
termine the obsolescence of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation. Believing in the prominence of the al-
liance, my paper quantitatively examines the implica-
tions of belonging to NATO. Using constructivist think-
ing, I hypothesize that NATO member states have inter-
nalized a common defence culture that shapes national
policy decisions regarding military spending. My quan-
titative strategy will first create a counterfactual expen-
diture value for all countries, should NATO not exist,
and secondly, interact membership to NATO to com-
pare how further away from or closer to the 2 percent
threshold the counterfactual values are with respect to
the actual military expenditures.

3. Hypotheses

Based on constructivist logic, I hypothesize that the
common culture reinforced through repeated interac-
tions within NATO develops into common behaviours
among states. Member states are hence socialised into
dedicating 2 percent of the national GDP to military
expenditure:

H1: Membership of NATO has a convergence effect
in shaping members’ defence budget allocations:

H1.1: Countries spending over 2 percent of GDP in
military expenditure spend less on defence than
what they would should NATO not exist, getting
closer to the common threshold.

H1.2: Countries spending below 2 percent of GDP in
military expenditure spend more on defence than
what they would should NATO not exist, getting
closer to the common threshold.

Due to the balance-of–threat dynamics, the conver-
gence effect on member states is susceptible to the
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geopolitical environment in which NATO countries op-
erate. When facing major geopolitical threats (i.e. from
the USSR during the Cold War, the Iraq War or Rus-
sia today), I expect the convergence tendency to slow
down in view of the prioritisation of national security
restoration:

H2: The convergence effect is weaker during periods
of threat to NATO countries:

H2.1: After the end of the Cold War (post–1991), the
NATO convergence effect is stronger than during
the Cold War.

H2.2: In the Iraq War period (2003–2011), the con-
vergence effect was weaker than the period before
and after it.

H2.3: After Russia annexed Crimea (post–2014), the
NATO convergence effect is weaker than before the
annexation.

Since NATO is the only collective security alliance
relying on member states’ national defence resources
instead of a common budget, I expect the convergence
effect to exclusively affect NATO members:

H3: Convergence towards the 2 percent is a unique
phenomenon among NATO states.

4. Data

The levels of military expenditure of NATO members
have varied by country and across time around the 2
percent target as illustrated in Figures 5-7 of Appendix
I. Below I present two density graphs showing the vari-
ance in the distribution of military expenditure between
1960 and 2017, across non-NATO states in Figure 1 and
exclusively for NATO countries in Figure 2. The com-
parison between the two graphs shows a much narrower
variance around the 2 percent threshold among NATO
countries.

Figure 1: Density plot for NATO member states’ military expenditure (1960-2017)
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Figure 2: Density plot for non-NATO states’ military expenditure (1960-2017)

The literature informs the methodology of this cap-
stone and determines the factors included to calculate
the counterfactual military expenditures, should NATO
not exist. I extract the list of independent variables from
the extensive scholarship on the factors that affect states’
military spending. Those who advocate for the power
of the international system argue that macro-level el-
ements such as warfare among states, civil and social
violence within neighbouring states (Okamura 1991)
and global economic patterns (Pérez-Forniés, Gadea,
and Pardos 2004) are the primary determinants of na-
tional defence policies. Closer to the liberalist argument,
a number of scholars argue that domestic features de-
termine military expenditure. They accentuate the role
of national economic growth (Beniot 1978), population
size (Alonso and Martnez 2007), the political and elec-
toral systems, the democratic health of government
structures (Dudley and Montmarquette 1981), and the
size of the armed forces (Alonso and Martnez 2015).
A third body of literature focuses on the manner in
which the individual characteristics of national leaders
are decisive in determining military expenditure. The
most prominent features include gender, the religious
and military background of the head of state, and the
ideology in office (Throsby and Withers 2001).

The sample used in this study includes a total of
12534 observations from 216 states. Data from 1960 till

2017 allows to build a reliable model to calculate the
counterfactual military expenditure of NATO members,
should the organisation not exist. Inferring the indepen-
dent variables from the above-mentioned literature, the
data includes a combination of numerical, logical and
categorical values. Appendix II presents the summary
statistics for all variables. For some parameters, there is
a high level of missingness, which increases the more
distant in time the observation is. Missing values are
excluded from the modelling equation.

Following the literature, the parameters I use to
build the counterfactual can be divided into three main
categories:

• Features of the international system to be in-
putted in the model through the following mea-
surements:

i. Interstate MEPV: the aggregate magnitude of
all major episodes of interstate political vi-
olence including international violence and
warfare. Data obtained from the Center for
Systematic Peace.

ii. MEPV in neighbouring states: the aggregate
magnitude of all major episodes of societal
and interstate political violence in all neigh-
bouring countries. Data obtained from the
Center for Systematic Peace.
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iii. Global economic shocks: calculated as the total
number of financial, sovereign debt, stock
market and currency crises. Data provided
by Professor Muhammet Bas, Division of
Social Science at New York University Abu
Dhabi.

• Features of the domestic politics to be inputted in
the model through the following measurements:

i. Societal MEPV: the aggregate magnitude of
all major episodes of political violence na-
tionally including civil and ethnic violence
and warfare. Data obtained from the Center
for Systematic Peace.

ii. GDP: measured in current US dollars. Data
obtained from the World Bank.

iii. Population: measured in thousands. Data
obtained from the World Bank.

iv. Size of the armed forces: measured in total per-
sonnel. Data obtained from the World Bank.

v. Political system: classified as Presidential,
Assembly-Elected President or Parliamentary.
Data obtained from the Inter-American De-
velopment Bank.

vi. Democratic health: measured using the Polity
IV metric as computed by the Center for Sys-
tematic Peace.

vii. Electoral system: classified as Plurality vs
Proportion. Data obtained from the Inter-
American Development Bank.

• Features of the individuals responsible for policy
to be inputted in the model through the following
measurements:

i. Gender: measured as the proportion of
women in parliament. Data obtained from
the World Bank.

ii. Is the chief executive a military officer?: dummy
obtained from the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank.

iii. Ideology in office: classified as Right, Left, Cen-
ter or No Executive. Data obtained from the
World Bank.

iv. Does party of executive control all houses?:
dummy obtained from the Inter-American
Development Bank

v. Is the party in office listed as nationalist?:
dummy obtained from the Inter-American
Development Bank.

vi. Religion of party or head of state in office: classi-
fied as Catholic, Christian, Islamic, Hindu, Bud-
dhist or Other/Secular. Data obtained from
the Inter-American Development Bank.

5. Methodology

To test my hypotheses, I require a methodology that
captures convergence dynamics. With that purpose,
I start this section by reviewing common practices in
the literature. I hereafter decide to develop my own
methodology to test convergence towards the 2 percent
through the computation of a counterfactual military
expenditure using the independent variables mentioned
above.

A potential way of assessing the impact of NATO
membership on state behaviour would be to calculate
the residuals of a regression that predicts military ex-
penditure using the parameters specified in the data
section. The residual values would include the variation
on military expenditure that the model created fails to
explain. Subsequently, I would input the information on
NATO membership to test whether further variation in
defence allocations is explained. Although this would
certainly illustrate the absolute impact of membership
on state behaviour, it would not expose the direction
of this impact, and does not address my hypothesis on
convergence towards the 2 percent threshold. It would,
however, be possible to build a predicting equation for
military expenditure and add NATO membership as a
Boolean variable. This method, unfortunately, suffers
from the same limitation as the residual methodology.

Common practice in the field would alternatively
test the NATO effect by creating a single regres-
sion–with military expenditure as dependent vari-
able–where all the independent variables are interacted
with NATO membership. This method would produce
a coefficient for the effect of NATO membership in
relation to each parameter, which would need to be ag-
gregated to find the overall convergence effect hypoth-
esized on this paper. I aim instead to find a singular
NATO convergence effect coefficient.

In view of the limitations of the prevailing practices,
I choose to build my own model that precisely tack-
les the question of: does NATO have a convergence
effect towards the 2 percent? In order to answer with
a single figure, I calculate the counterfactual defence
expenditure figures, should the alliance not exist. Then,
I compare the counterfactual figures to each state’s ac-
tual military expenditure to examine whether the real
expenditure is closer or further away from the 2 percent
threshold. I call this difference between the counterfac-
tual and the real values the NATO effect.
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Going more in-depth, I develop a two-step method-
ology illustrated through the cases of Spain and Greece.
In the first stage, I address the question of: what
would a NATO country spend on military expendi-
ture if NATO did not exist? A mismatch between the
counterfactual and the real expenditure–in line with this
paper’s expectation–would indicate that NATO mem-
bership has an effect on states’ budgetary allocations
to defence. Ideally, the first-stage modelling equation
would produce a predicted military expenditure value
that in the case of Spain is below the actual figure,
whilst in the case of Greece the predicted value would
be above the actual military expenditure.

In the second step, I use the counterfactual figures to
calculate the difference against the 2 percent threshold.
For countries below the threshold, Spain, the differ-
ence would be a negative one whilst it would be a
positive difference for those above the threshold, i.e.
Greece. Lastly, I interact the difference with respect to
the threshold with NATO membership (as a dummy)
to explain the actual military expenditures of the coun-
tries.

As a result, I come up with a single coefficient on the
effect of NATO on member states’ military expenditure
behaviour. If there is a convergence effect at play, the co-
efficient of this interaction will be a negative figure. In
the case of Spain, when the negative interaction effect is
multiplied with the negative threshold difference, it pro-
duces a positive figure for the NATO effect. This would
indicate that the result of membership is an increase
in actual expenditure, getting closer to the 2 percent in
comparison to the Spanish military expenditure should
NATO not exist. In the case of Greece, when the neg-
ative interaction effect is multiplied with the positive
threshold difference, it would produce a negative fig-
ure for the NATO effect. This would indicate that the
result of membership is a decrease in actual expendi-
ture, also getting closer to the 2 percent in comparison
to the Greek military expenditure should NATO not
exist. In other words, a negative interaction coefficient
would point at a convergence tendency towards the two

percent correlated with NATO membership.

6. Model

First-Stage Modelling Equation

I construct an initial regression that models mili-
tary expenditure across countries in order to calculate
a counterfactual defence expenditure value for NATO
countries, should NATO not exist. This regression fol-
lows an ordinary linear regression structure:

Military Expenditureij = β0

+β1 Interstate and Societal MEPVij

+β2MEPV in Neighbouring Statesij

+β3Global Economic Shocksij

+β4GDPij

+β5Populationij + β6Total Military Personnelij
+β7Political Systemij

+β8PolityIVij + β9Electoral Systemij

+β10Genderij

+β11Military O f f icer as Chie f Executiveij

+β12 Ideology in O f f iceij

+β13Executive controls all Legislative Housesij

+β14Nationalist Executiveij

+β15Religion o f Executiveij + εij
1

The dependent variable, military expenditure, is to
be measured as the percentage of GDP allocated to
defence by any given country (i) at any given year (j).
I use the first-stage modelling equation to calculate
the fitted values for NATO countries. I understand
these figures as the counterfactual estimation for how
much members would spend on defence, should NATO
not exist. Appendix III contains a scatter plot show-
ing the correlation of the actual military expenditures
and the counterfactual values. NATO countries are
represented in blue points and non-NATO countries

1Due to the high level of missingness for some independent variables, I build a second specification that increases the number of observations
significantly and allows for advanced calculations regarding the impact of the Cold War, the Iraq War and Russia’s annexation of Crimea:

Military Expenditureij = β0 + β1 Interstate and Societal MEPVij+

β2 MEPV in Neighbouring Statesij + β3GDPij + β4Populationij+

β5Political Systemij + β6PolityIVij + β7Electoral Systemij+

β8 Military O f f icer as Chie f Executiveij + β9Religion o f Executiveij+

β10 IdeologyinO f f iceij + β11 NationalisticExecutiveij + εij
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in orange. The close distribution of the non-NATO
countries around the 45-degree line indicates that the
first-stage modelling equation is reliable at predicting
military expenditure and more sophisticated methods
such as machine learning are not needed.

Second-Stage

With the convergence hypothesis in mind, I calculate
the effect of NATO membership in the difference be-
tween the counterfactual values and 2 percent threshold
with respect to the actual military expenditures.

The second-stage regression takes the following
form:

Military Expenditureij = β0

+β1(Counter f actual Expenditureij − 2) · (NATO)

+β2(Counter f actual Expenditureij − 2)

+β3(NATO) + εij

In order to test whether the convergence is towards
the mean instead of the 2 percent threshold, I repeat
the second-stage regression with respect to the mean
military expenditure of NATO countries:

Military Expenditureij = β0 + β1(CEij

−NATOmean) · (NATO)

+β2(Counter f actual Expenditureij

−NATOmean) + β3(NATO) + εij

7. Results

First-Stage Modelling Equation

The modelling equation for military expenditure
upholds the choice of the parameters selected to pre-
dict the counterfactual expenditure. In terms of the
features of the international system, the presence of major
episodes of both political and social violence increases
the average spending in military expenditure of any
given country. This result is significant in the case
of internal violence as well as in the case of warfare
against other states. Similarly, the involvement of neigh-
bouring countries in acts of civil and political violence
either internally or internationally leads to a statisti-
cally significant increase in the military expending of
border-sharing states. Lastly, global economic patterns
appear to not have a statistically significant impact on
defence expenditure, although the direct effect of eco-
nomic crises might be shadowed by controlling for GDP.

This leads me to the second category of independent
variables, features of the domestic politics. The features
listed can be divided in those found to increase mil-
itary expenditure with statistical significance: bigger
size of armed forces, enjoying executive control over all
the legislative houses and the parliamentary political
systems; and, on the other hand, those with decreasing
statistical impact on defence budgeting: GDP, popula-
tion size and democratic health (as measured by Polity
IV). Variables that had a similar negative correlation
but a lack of statistical significance include the presiden-
tial political systems and both of the plurality and the
proportional electoral systems. At the individual level,
nationalistic governments both from the right and the
left have an increasing statistically significant correla-
tion with military expenditure. Interestingly, gender (as
the proportion of women in parliament), and military
background and official religion of the executive do
not have a statistically significant impact on a given
country’s military expenditure.

A regression table with the coefficients for the first-
stage modelling equation is provided in Appendix IV.
As shown in such table, the model explains about 60
percent of the total variation in military expenditure
across countries. This result allows me to confidently
move into the data analysis of the second-stage of the
model.

Second-Stage

In relation to H1: Membership of NATO has a conver-
gence effect in defence

The second-stage regression finds that the impact of
being in NATO is a residual tendency to converge to
the 2 percent defence expenditure at the 99 significance
level (H1). The interaction coefficient is -0.19 percent,
where the negative sign implies that countries above
the 2 percent tend to decrease their spending (H1.1)
and those below tend to increase theirs (H1.2) from that
should NATO not exist. In the case of Greece, this sug-
gests that in 2017 its military expenditure would have
been around 2.98 percent of national GDP instead of
the 2.5 percent that was actually spent. Simultaneously,
those below the threshold increase their budget alloca-
tions towards military expenditure to approach the 2
percent guideline. If Spain were not a NATO member,
its military expenditure in 2017 would have been a 1.01
percent of the national GDP instead of the 1.24 percent
actually spent. I illustrate the difference between ac-
tual and counterfactual expenditure with regard to the
threshold in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Comparison between actual and counterfactual military expenditures for Greece and Spain with respect to the 2 percent threshold
(1960-2017)

The convergence effect not only continues to be sig-
nificant once the US and Canada are excluded from
the regression but, in fact, the effect raises to the -0.25
percent figure. These results are presented in table 1.

Additionally, when testing for convergence towards
the mean expenditure (2.26 percent) instead of the 2
percent threshold, I find a very similar converging trend
that equally persists when only looking at European
NATO members. This could be due to the fact that no
country has a military expenditure between 2 percent
and the mean of 2.26 percent.

Although it would be interesting to carry out the
convergence test separately for the countries above and
below the threshold (and the mean), the presence of
only three countries over the 2 percent level reduces
the sample size to an extent where the calculations for
those above are no longer significant. Nevertheless,
I am able to calculate the impact of NATO member-
ship exclusively for under-spending European coun-
tries, finding a substantially larger effect of -0.38 per-
cent. I am still, however, unable to differentiate whether
this convergence is towards the 2 percent threshold or
the mean. This difference is critically relevant since it
would have implied an increase of 145.75 billion USD
in 2016 (NATO 2019).

In relation to H2: NATO convergence effect is weaker
during periods of threat

H2.1: Post-1991 the NATO convergence effect is stronger
than during the Cold War

Using the simplified version of the first-stage mod-
elling equation, I find that, as hypothesized, there is a
significant difference in the convergence effect during
the Cold War (a period of threat) and after the end of
it in 1991. Pre-1991, the convergence effect is present
but not statistically significant, while after the end of
the Cold War the converging tendency is both signif-
icant and strengthens to -0.44 percent. As before, the
statistical significance of the convergence effect is main-
tained when only looking at European members yet, it
is not possible to differentiate whether the convergence
is towards the 2 percent threshold or towards the mean
military expenditure.

H2.2: During the Iraq War the convergence effect was
weaker than before and after it

I also find support for the hypothesis that the conver-
gence effect is weakened during periods under external
security threats when analysing the impacts of the Iraq
War. In the period between 2003 and 2011, when the
NATO-led offensive was ongoing in Iraq, the conver-
gence effect was -0.22 percent, and -0.34 percent for
European members alone. This is, in fact, a signifi-
cantly smaller converging trend compared to that of the
rest of the post-Cold War period. Table 2 presents this
difference.

9
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H2.3: After Russia’s annexation of Crimea the NATO
convergence effect weakened

The simplified version of the first-stage modelling
equation is not sufficient to answer hypothesis 2.3. Al-
though there is abundant data for the time frame before
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, unfortunately, only 3
variables (GDP, Population and Total Military Person-
nel) have updated observations post-2016. I choose not
to oversimplify the model nor come up with values
for the rest of parameters post-2016 through machine
learning as it is unlikely to provide reliable data. Hence,
I calculate the pre-annexation convergence tendency,
which results to be, unsurprisingly, in complete align-
ment with that found for H1, -0.19 percent. Albeit being
unable to statistically calculate convergence after Rus-
sia’s annexation of Crimea, a visual examination of the
data seems to point to a salient increase in military
expenditure by Eastern European countries: Bulgaria
ascending from 1.32 percent to 1.55 percent, Latvia mov-
ing from 1.05 percent to 1.72 percent, whilst Lithuania
increased from 1.14 percent to 1.75 percent and Roma-
nia from 1.45 percent to 1.97 percent of GDP spent on
military.

In relation to H3: Convergence towards the 2 percent
is a unique NATO phenomenon

The first-stage modelling equation also provides
noteworthy information regarding the trends in mili-
tary spending among countries outside of the alliance.
In fact, I find support for the hypothesis that the con-
vergence effect towards spending 2 percent of GDP in
defence is a phenomenon exclusive to NATO members.
The counterfactual values for non-NATO countries cal-
culated through the first-stage modelling equation cor-
relate 1 to 1.01 with these states’ actual military expen-
diture at the 99 percent significance level. This contrasts
with the divergence between the counterfactual values
of NATO countries and their real expenditures, illus-
trating the different behaviour between the two groups
that results from the alliance membership or lack of it.
This difference can be observed in the graph below. The
flatter best-fit line for NATO countries (blue) points at
a converging effect that differentiates them from non-
NATO states (orange), whose line of best fit falls almost
perfectly on the 45-degree line.

Robustness Checks

In order to test the reliability of my results, I run two
different robustness checks. First, I test the soundness
of the results of my first-stage modelling equation by
running a heteroskedasticity test. The heteroskedastic-
ity robustness check provides a more accurate account
of the variance and covariance of the regression coeffi-
cients by correcting for the possibility that the controlled

variables have different error variance. The result of the
heteroskedasticity test confirms that the findings of the
first-stage modelling equation are reliable since the vari-
ables found significant assuming homoskedasticity are
still significant when heteroskedasticity is accounted
for. Appendix IV includes a table with the coefficients
of the first-stage modelling equation along with those
of the heteroskedasticity test.

Secondly, I re-run the analysis whilst lagging the
dependent variable of military expenditure. As a result,
some of the parameters of the first-modelling regression
are no longer significant (i.e. right and left ideology
in office, GDP or the monopoly over all the legislative
houses) and in some cases the estimates are consider-
ably changed. More importantly, the NATO effect is no
longer apparent in the second stage. I will be discussing
the implications of this in the discussion section below.

8. Limitations

A primary limitation encountered in this project is the
irregularity in the data available. This takes two forms.
First, a number of variables such as military expen-
diture are either self-reported or obtained from open
sources. Nevertheless, as detailed in Section 4, the
data was obtained from established sources such as the
World Bank, the Centre for Systemic Peace or the Inter-
American Development Bank. I trust these sources to
guarantee data veracity.

Secondly, the data suffers from a high level of un-
knowns. One way to address this problem is to exclude
the variables with high missingness from the model. In
the case of the women in parliament measurement, for
instance, NA exclusion decreases the sample size by 75
percent leading to a major reduction of the observations
available for the second-stage equation, since counter-
factual values are only calculated for the observations
with all data available. Although maximum likelihood
or multiple imputation techniques could have been used
to create plausible figures for the missing observations,
I choose not use these statistical techniques because
they assume data to be missing at random, which is not
the case for the parameters used in this project. Instead,
in an attempt to increase the sample size and as stated
in the methodology section, I build an alternative speci-
fication to the model which includes a smaller number
of parameters and increases the total observations avail-
able by 30 percent. This, of course, comes at the cost of
accuracy, where the initial more comprehensive model
explained 60 percent of the variation in military expen-
diture, the latter simpler model only accounts for 20
percent of such variation.

10
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Table 1: Results of Second Stage-Equation: Convergence Effect

Military Expenditure (%GDP)

All NATO European NATO

Constant (β0) 2.004∗∗∗ 1.981∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.028)

Difference with 2% Threshold (β2) 1.060∗∗∗ 1.038∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.034)

NATO dummy (β3) 0.036
(0.049)

Convergence Effect(β1) −0.187∗∗∗

(0.064)

European NATO dummy(β3) 0.069
(0.050)

European Convergence Effect (β1) −0.245∗∗∗

(0.077)

Observations 687 687
R2 0.616 0.619
Adjusted R2 0.614 0.617
Residual Std. Error (df = 683) 0.563 0.561
F Statistic (df = 3; 683) 364.958∗∗∗ 369.559∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 2: Results for Convergence Effect during Periods of Threat

Military Expenditure (%GDP)

Post-Cold War During Iraq War

All NATO European NATO All NATO European NATO

Constant (β0) 1.958∗∗∗ 1.961∗∗∗ 1.989∗∗∗ 1.981∗∗∗

(0.043) (0.043) (0.047) (0.047)

Difference with 2% Threshold (β2) 0.978∗∗∗ 0.961∗∗∗ 0.677∗∗∗ 0.659∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.031) (0.040) (0.038)

NATO dummy (β3) 0.035 −0.162
(0.108) (0.112)

Convergance Effect(β1) −0.439∗∗∗ −0.229∗∗

(0.114) (0.097)

European NATO dummy (β3) 0.030 −0.206
(0.123) (0.128)

European Convergance Effect(β1) −0.404∗∗ −0.343∗∗

(0.172) (0.149)

Observations 2,823 2,823 1,234 1,234
R2 0.266 0.264 0.204 0.203
Adjusted R2 0.265 0.263 0.202 0.202
Residual Std. Error 2.002 (df = 2819) 2.005 (df = 2819) 1.499 (df = 1230) 1.499 (df = 1230)
F Statistic 340.396∗∗∗ (df = 3; 2819) 336.539∗∗∗ (df = 3; 2819) 105.206∗∗∗ (df = 3; 1230) 104.748∗∗∗ (df = 3; 1230)

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure 4: Comparison of the relationship between actual and counterfactual military expenditure for NATO and non-NATO states.

Furthermore, it cannot be ignored that the com-
putation of the counterfactual values for the NATO
members draws extensively from non-NATO members’
data. Given that the number of non-NATO states is
much larger than that of member states, the coefficients
could be biased towards more accurately accounting
for patterns among the former than the latter. How-
ever, I do not consider this a particularly weakening
limitation since NATO member states account for 2/3
of the global military expenditure, which balances the
potential biases in the coefficients.

Another important shortcoming of this paper is the
inability to distinguish whether convergence is towards
the mean or towards the 2 percent threshold. Although
both possibilities feed into the socialisation theory of
constructivist thought, it is paramount to be able to
determine whether countries will continue to progres-
sively adjust their military budget to reach the 2 percent
mark or whether the convergence tendency is a much
more dynamic process with countries eventually adjust-
ing their miltiary expenditure around an average figure.
The difference is considerable since there is a 0.26 per-
cent gap between the two values (as of 2016), which
would translate into an over 152 billion USD increase in
contributions to common defence yearly (NATO 2019).

9. Discussion

The results find the hypothesized convergence effect
towards the 2 percent (or, plausibly, towards the mean).
NATO appears to have a significant effect on the mili-
tary expenditure behaviour of its member states (most
notably, among European members). Member states’ be-
haviours are impacted in the following way: on the one
hand, for countries with a military expenditure above
the 2 percent threshold, membership of NATO leads to
a decrease in their budgetary allocation to defence, com-
pared to what their defence spending would have been
should the alliance not exist. On the other hand, those
spending less than the dictated 2 percent, tend to in-
crease their military expenditure from that should they
not be NATO members. Although this paper fails to
clarify the end mark of this convergence (the 2 percent
threshold or the NATO mean), the possibility that the
convergence is towards the mean does not, in any way,
contradict the socialisation constructivist approach. In
fact, Webber suggests that the socialisation process is a
two-way street, where institutional structures constraint
the behaviours of the states while the states simultane-
ously constitute the norms that constraint the institution
(Webber 2009). The mutual constitutive effect implies
that member states could be shifting the minimum ex-
penditure norm from 2 percent to the mean, in a com-

12
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mon understanding of the need for a well-resourced
collective defence alliance.

A potential counterargument to my findings is to
question whether the results found are indeed due to
the NATO effect, as I argue. Could this convergence be
explained through another rationale? Despite recognis-
ing the validity of such a question, I have put great effort
in minimizing the possibility that this might indeed be
the case. By including as many parameters affecting
military expenditure as the literature upholds and data
available allows, I reduce the possibility that the budget
allocations are affected by factors not included in the
first-stage modelling equation. As a result, I formulate
the correlation that any unexplained variation in mili-
tary expenditure from the first-stage modelling equa-
tion must be driven by the only remaining independent
variable: NATO membership. Additionally, the 1-1.01
correlation between actual and counterfactual military
expenditures for non-NATO countries contrasts with
the greater disparity between the two figures among
NATO states. Given that the single most distinguishing
factor across the two groups is membership of NATO or
lack of such, I can confidently correlate the difference
in behaviour to the NATO effect.

Robustness checks are a helpful tool to reaffirm the
trustworthiness of the findings. The heteroskedasticity
test supports the argument that the parameters included
are indeed accurate predictors of military expenditure
and the residual effect can indeed be framed as arising
from NATO membership socialisation. As mentioned
in the results section, when the first-stage modelling
equation is run with the lagged dependent variable, the
convergence effect is no longer significant. I attribute
this to the small number of states incorporated into
NATO and the lack of countries leaving the alliance,
leading to the NATO effect to be absorbed as country
fixed effects through the lagged military expenditure.
In fact, those states joining post-1960 are fundamentally
members of the Eastern bloc and were incorporated
into NATO eight years after the Warsaw Pact dissolved
(Carpenter and Conry 1998). It’s thus fair to assume
that, through such eight-year period, they underwent a
socialisation and adaptation process to NATO practices
in order for the organisation to accept their membership.
This understanding aligns with the Schimmelfennig’s
explanation about NATO enlargement within the con-
structivist framework. He argues that states such as
Hungary, the Czech Republic or Poland were only ac-
cepted once they had internalised the organisation’s
values and norms (Schimmelfennig 1998). As a result,
the transition period diffuses the NATO effect over.
Since the lagged dependent variable on the first-stage
modelling equation controls for the NATO effect by

including it in the previous year’s military expenditure,
it is no surprise that no NATO effect is found in the
second-stage.

Consequently, the results show a strong support for
the constructivist argument in the context of NATO. The
implications of these findings mainly revolve around
the importance of the organisation for the member
states, particularly the European ones. In other words,
the commitment to common defence is not, as sug-
gested by some (Babones 2018), threatened by a lack of
belief in the organisation. Nonetheless, it is still worth
mentioning that although member states are found to
be spending more than what they would if they were
not NATO members, 24 out of the 27 European states
continue to have a defence budgetary allocation below
that agreed upon in 2014.

Furthermore, the results show a slowdown of con-
vergence in periods of external threats. The importance
of this finding arises from two matters. First, with re-
gards to the burden-sharing debates, it calls upon the
need for analysing the overarching trends within spend-
ing patterns, rather than examining NATO behaviour
over short periods that might be subject to the pres-
ence of external threats. Secondly, it suggests that such
periods will require a further reinforcement of com-
mon practices within the institution. This is essential in
the NATO of today where the presence of expansionist
Russia could potentially hinder the attainment of the
2 percent target in the short-term for under-spending
members. This paper shows that in periods of geopo-
litical challenges additional emphasis must be place in
maintaining institutional cohesiveness.

Lastly, it is worth discussing the dynamics of the
alliance that might be behind the NATO effect and their
possible implications for other military alliances such as
the Warsaw Pact. Since convergence was not significant
during the Cold War, one could argue that the eventual
dissolution of the Eastern military bloc was caused by
the same balance-of-threat dynamics that weaken the
NATO effect in periods such as the Iraq War. Addi-
tionally, the democratic and liberal nature of NATO
members could arguably be behind the reinforcement
of norm socialisation, which would contrast again with
the hierarchical structure of the Warsaw Pact and ex-
plain its fragmentation. Alternatively, the size of the
regional alliance could be a key determinant its capacity
to alter members’ behaviour. Further research would
need to dive deep into these different possibilities.

10. Conclusion

The results find evidence for the argument that in ad-
dition to international, domestic and individual-level
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factors, belonging to NATO has a residual converging
impact on member states’ defence budget allocations.
The NATO effect can be framed in a socialisation con-
structivist argument where countries are influenced by
the strategic culture of the organisation, implying that
the institution persistently affects the behaviour of the
member states. Far from being obsolete, NATO’s shared
institutional beliefs, norms and practises influence mem-
bers’ military expenditure in a unique manner that sets
the allies aside from non-NATO countries. Although rel-
atively weakened by external threats, the NATO effect
brings about a significant converging tendency towards
2 percent of members’ GDP, and potentially towards
the more ambitious threshold of 2.26 percent.

In addition to endorsing the importance of NATO,
this paper opens new paths for research in the future. It
would be valuable to closely examine the convergence
trends and the impact of new threats identified in this
paper. Future scholarship should aim to determine
the eventual benchmark for the convergence tendency
and the quantitative impact of Russia’s expansionist
foreign policy. The methodology developed in this pa-
per could contribute in significantly facilitating such
further studies. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
create a cross-comparison to examine whether socialisa-
tion dynamics operate in other international institutions
where member states are expected to make economic
contributions such as the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the Council for Peace
and Security in Central Africa or the Shanghai Coop-
eration Organisation. The broader implication of such
finding would reinforce the constructivist argument in
the debates around the dynamics governing interna-
tional relations.
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11. Appendix

Appendix A

Variation in military expenditure between 1960-2017 for European members of NATO:

Figure 5: Variation in military expenditure of NATO countries (1960-1980)

Figure 6: Variation in military expenditure of NATO countries (1980-2000)
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Figure 7: Variation in military expenditure of NATO countries (2000-2017)
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Appendix B

Table 3: Summary Statistics for Numerical Variables

Variable Min Median Mean Max St. Dev. NA
Military
Expenditure
(% GDP)

0.00 1.98 2.83 117.35 3.40 5553

GDP
(current USD)

8.82e+06 7.18e+09 1.676e+11 1.94e+13 872871529561 3103

Women in
Parliament
(%)

0.00 13.50 15.99 63.80 11.01 8593

Population
(thousands)

4.27e+03 4.18e+06 2.67e+07 1.38e+09 108922910 77

Armed Personnel 0.00 39500 182236 4135000 447539.2 7828
Interstate MEPV 0.00 0.00 0.11 9.00 0.66 4901
Civil MEPV 0.00 0.00 0.665 10.00 1.65 4893
MEPV in
Neighbouring States

0.00 0.00 3.37 34.00 5.17 4898

Table 4: Summary Statistics for Categorical Variables

Variable Factor N NA
NATO Member TRUE 1081 0

FALSE 11453
NATO EU Member TRUE 975 0

FALSE 11559
Political System Assembly-elected President 799 5533

Parliamentary 2294
Presidential 3908

Electoral System Plurality 3639 2064
Proportional Representation 3000
Other (i.e. No election) 3831

Head of State
member of Armed Forces

TRUE 1330 5537

FALSE 5667
Executive Ideology Left 2146 8476

Centre 492
Right 1420

Nationalistic Executive TRUE 921 5620
FALSE 5993

Religion of Executive Catholic 24 5608
Christian 241
Hindu 33
Islamic 215
Other/Secultar 6413
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Appendix C

Figure 8: Relation between actual and counterfactual military expenditures for NATO and non-NATO countries (1960-2017)
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Appendix D

Table 5: First-Stage Modelling Equatio Results with Heteroskedasticity Test

Dependent variable:

Mil.Expend

(1) (2)

GDP −7.48e-14∗∗∗ (2.56e-14) −7.48e-14∗∗∗ (2.43e-14)
Women in Parliament −0.005 (0.003) −0.005 (0.003)
system Parliamentary 0.270∗ (0.160) 0.270∗∗ (0.114)
system Presidential −0.177 (0.165) −0.177 (0.128)
military −0.304∗ (0.174) −0.304∗ (0.207)
Left executive 0.557∗∗∗ (0.079) 0.557∗∗∗ (0.068)
Right executive 0.270∗∗∗ (0.077) 0.270∗∗∗ (0.069)
Nationalist executive 0.360∗∗∗ (0.123) 0.360∗∗ (0.140)
Hindu executive 0.341 (0.313) 0.341 (0.268)
Secular executive −0.020 (0.091) −0.020 (0.071)
All Houses control 0.198∗∗∗ (0.058) 0.198∗∗∗ (0.059)
Plurality system −0.040 (0.057) −0.040 (0.057)
PR system −0.113 (0.071) −0.113 (0.070)
Population −7.32e-09∗∗∗ (4.16e-10) −7.32e-09∗∗∗ (4.16e-9)
Personnel 2.94e-06∗∗∗ (1.49e-07) 2.94e-06∗∗∗ (1.21e-07)
Interstate MEPV 0.520∗∗∗ (0.123) 0.520∗∗∗ (0.079)
Societal MEPV 0.224∗∗∗ (0.023) 0.224∗∗∗ (0.032)
MEPV in Neghbouring States 0.025∗∗ (0.012) 0.025∗∗ (0.016)
Economic Crisis 0.011 (0.025) 0.011 (0.026)
PolityIV −0.027∗ (0.014) −0.027∗ (0.018)
Constant 32.374∗∗∗ (10.168) 32.374∗∗∗ (10.927)

Observations 687 687
R2 0.610 0.610
Adjusted R2 0.597 0.597
Residual Std. Error (df = 665) 0.575 0.575
F Statistic (df = 21; 665) 49.476∗∗∗ 49.476∗∗∗

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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